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All-Time Cold Records Fall In Australia
Following its best start to a ski season ever, conditions have been anomalously cold and
snowy across swathes of Australia.
June 2022 finished with a temperature anomaly of -0.1C below the multidecadal average,
according to data supplied by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology–whatever that’s worth.

The unusual chill has extended into July, too, and hundreds of monthly low temperature
records have fallen over the past two days alone–particularly across the northeastern state of
Queensland, where even a number of all-time benchmarks have been toppled.

List of busted low temperature records, in Queensland alone.

Senior meteorologist Harry Clark said the combination of rain and cold temperatures was
“extremely unusual” for July.
“Both in terms of the amount of rainfall and the extent of it, for what is one of our driest
months of the year, but also for the extremely low maximum temperatures we’ve seen,” said
Clarke. “Temperatures are looking more into what you might expect in Melbourne, or some
of those southern capital cities where it’s the typical winter weather.”
Clarke confirmed that “many” cold weather records were broken across Queensland this
week, with the standouts for him being Rockhampton peaking at only 12.5C (54.5F)
yesterday, and Toowoomba struggling to just 7.6C (45.7F).
Other locales registered equally impressive readings: The Gold Coast Seaway set its coldest
day of any month ever yesterday with 14C (57.2F); while further north, in Townsville,
residents there suffered their coldest July day ever with a high of 15C (59F).
And most recently, Brisbane, the capital of Queensland –which had already registered its
coldest start to a winter since 1904— has, today (July 5), gone and logged its coldest daily
high in 22 years, reaching only 12.4C (54.3F).
For reference, Brisbane’s lowest-ever maximum remains the 12C (53.6F) set in July 2000;
with the city’s third-coldest July maximum actually being yesterday’s 14.2C (57.6F) … but
‘catastrophic global warming’, you know … ?
And looking ahead, Australia’s Antarctic blast isn’t forecast to abate anytime soon — quite
the opposite, in fact:

GFS 2m Temperature Anomalies (C) July 4 – July 13 [tropicaltidbits.com].

